. Carbon-13 NMR spectra have been obtained for p-methoxy benzylidene p'-n-butylaniline (MBBA) in the isotropic, nematic, and. solid phases. Sharp, resolved spectra were obtained in the nematic phase with high-power proton-spin decoupling. The isotropic-nematic transition is accompanied by a discontinuous change in "C absorption frequencies 
INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has featured prominently in the study of liquid crystals, ' its application has not been straightforward. ' The reason for this is readily appreciated: The molecules comprising liquid-crystal systems are normally long and rodlike in character. ' In the isotropic liquid phase rapid molecular reorientation takes place and thus averages to zero the direct magnetic dipolar couplings between nuclear spins. In the liquid-crystalline phase, motion about the long axes is rapid, but the axes (the molecular directors) are aligned preferentially along the magnetic field and reorientation is inhibited. This leads to complicated, normally intractably broadened NMR spectra. 'Thus, most studies have resorted to the use of small probe molecules, ' wide-line spin relaxation times and second moments, ' partial deuteration, ' etc. , and no general useful approach has been available.
In this paper we report the observation of "C NMR spectra in the isotropic, nematic, and solid phases of p-methoxy benzylidene P'-n -butylaniline (MBBA), Fig. 1 . This work provides the first high-resolution "C NMR study of the phase transitions in a liquid crystal and opens the way for a detailed study of structure and dynamics in liquid crystals on a microscopic scale. ' 'The advantages of observing "C derive from the absence of ' C-"C dipolar splittings owing to its low natural isotopic abundance (-1%) , the large range of chemical shifts and thus sensitivity to molecular ordering, and the dominant dependence of the "C spectra and spin relaxation times upon local intramolecular effects. In the nematic phase, the molecules are aligned preferentially with the long axis (the molecular director D in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 and Eels. (1)- (4) Fig. 4 shows relative values of S calculated from the "C shifts and normalized (N) to the value at T, -7=2'. " A full determination of the tensors g from solid-state work will yield precise values of S and molecular conformation parameters and such work is under way in our laboratory.
(iv) Jn the nematic phase, cross pofarization bet&veen the 'H and~C spins" is efficient and most of the spectra were obtained using this technique. The experiments were performed on a "homebuilt" double-resonance spectrometer operating at 26.7 MHz for "C. Proton decoupling fields were provided by a tuned amplifier delivering several hundred watts of rf power into a doublecoil probe in the bore of a superconducting magnet. The probe was tuned with high-voltage capacitors of polished copper tubes with Teflon dielectric. Temperature was controlled with a stream of dry nitrogen gas passing through a dry-iceacetone heat exchanger and then through a heated copper column. Further experimental details will be published separately.
